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THROUGH NORWAY IN DELIUS'S
FOOTSTEPS
by Roger Buckley
[Or. Buckley, who gave an illustrated talk on the above subject to the
Delius Society at the BMIC on December 1 1988, will deliver the Fenby
Lecture, under the same title, at the 1989 Annual Festival of the Delius
Association of Florida in lacksonville in March.]
INTRODUCTION

Fritz Delius first visited Norway in the summer of 1882, when he was twenty. At
this time he was supposed to be representing the family's wool business in
Sweden. Sir Thomas Beecham (Frederick Delius', Hutchinson, London 1959)
wrote:
'After a week or so spent in Stockholm, at its very best that time of year, he
found so many opportunities of comparing life in this beautiful and
civilized capital with that of his own mediocre and provincial birthplace,
that he conveniently forgot all about his commercial mission, betook
himself to the Swedish countryside and, later in the summer, to the
Norwegian mountains and fjords .... The influence of the scenic
grandeur of the Scandinavian Peninsula. particularly of the western
extremity of it. was profound. mystical and indelihle. For the first time he
realized his own secret affinity with high and lonely places. There he
could hreathe freely, and there could his spirit gain that just balance and
serenity which seemed to have been banished for ever from the crowded
and noisy haunts of money-seeking men:
lulius Delius, when he discovered what was going on, angrily ordered his son
home. The next year, however, Fritz was allowed another business trip to
Norway, and by this time he is said to have acquired enough of the spoken
language to understand the plays of Ibsen and Bj0rnson.
After his sojourn in Danville. in the course of which he was ahle to prove to
his father his ability to support himself hy his music, Delius achieved his
ambition to study at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and he enrolled there in the
Michaelmas tenn of 1886. This great institution, which had been founded by
Mendelssohn and Schumann, was at that time reaching the height of its fame,
and expanding so rapidly that it was shortly to be necessary to move to larger
premises. Of the 261 students who enrolled in that year, 51 were from Great
Britain and six were from Norway. It was particularly to the Norwegian students
that Delius found himself drawn, and in due course he became friendly with
Halvorsen, Olsen, Arveson, lebe and Sinding, among others. There was also a
certain young lady named Camilla lacobsen, whose father was a merchant in
Christiania (now Oslo). and it was partly with a view to visiting her at her home
that Delius planned his 1887 summer tour of Norway. To date, this was his
longest and most ambitious visit to that country.
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Tourism in Norway was booming. Theftrst chaner tour to Norway had taken place
two years bejore in 1885. A Dr. F Scarlett arrangedjor a group to traveljrom Hull to
Stavanger by a Wilson Line steamship. They continued on to Sand and via Suldalen
and Bratlandsdalen to R0ldalen. This 'Discovery Route' established the beginning oj
an era in the history oj the Norwegian travel industry. The route became very well
known and was ajavourite withjoreign visitorsjor many years. The original steamer,
the D/S 'Suldal', has recently been renovated and is once again in service on the
Suldalsvatnet. The very .first tourist arrangements in Norway »we made by Messrs.
Thos. Cook & Son ~f London in 1875, when they arranged a tour to the Nonh Cape.
Bejore this time, all travel was arranged hy individuals.
So far as we know. Dclius organised his own tour. His route took him from
Stavanger through the western (jords to the Hardanger region and to the upland
wilderness known as the Hardangervidda. From here he went northwards
towards the Sognefjord, and then back to the coast and north to Flom and
AIesund and on to Molde on the Romsdalsfjord. His return journey took him
via Andalsnes through the Romsdalen to Dombas. and to the mountainous
Dovrefjell region north of the Rondane; then south by the vast Gudbrandsdalen
and Lake Mjosa to Christiania. He recorded it all at length and with great care.
almost certainly as he went along, in a little notebook.
There is also a little diary of Fred's, some of which might be decipherable
under a microscope: it seems to have been kept during one of his first visits to
Norway': so Balfour Gardiner wrote to Percy Grainger on 24th July 1938 when
offering some of Delius's effects as material for the new Grainger Museum in
Melbourne. The diary was catalogued by Rachel Lowe (Delius Collection ojthf!
Grainger Museum', Delius Trust, London 1981) as 'A red, leather-bound pocket
notebook ... 15.3 X 8.5 ems.' Though aware of this entry, and of the existence of
a grey cloth-bound music manuscript book from the same era, now in the Delius
Trust archive, which Delius presumably carried in another pocket, I for one
thought nothing more about it until the publication in 1983 of the first volume of
Lionel Carley's 'Delius: A Life in Letters' (Scolar Press, London 1983). As
Appendix III there appears a transcription of the 1887 travel diary. Dr. CarIey.
with the help of Andrew Boyle, had finally performed the task envisaged by
Balfour Gardiner. I found the result fascinating, and pondered on it. Gradually
I developed the notion that I might retrace Del ius's journey in the centenary
year. In May 1985 I began with Andrew Boyle a correspondence on this theme
that was to be of incalculable value. All along I received help and
encouragement from Lionel Carley; he lent me a contemporary (1881) map of
Southern Norway and his copy of the 1880 edition of Murray's 'Handbook for
Travellers in Nonmy'. both of which were destined to accompany me throughout
my journey.
My aims were to experience at first hand the conditions. sights and natural
phenomena of which Delius wrote. and by doing so to come to understand the
motives behind his journey and the influences that it was to exert upon him. I
recognised that in 1887 he was at a critical phase of his development: his
musical apprenticeship with Thomas Ward. set against the background of
Florida's teeming opulence, his first professional successes, and the fruition
of his hard-won campaign to study at Leipzig, were behind him; and the
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crucial meeting and friendship with Grieg, both facilitated by his enthusiasm
for Norway, were only weeks away in the future. The 1887 tour confirmed the
love of Norway's terrain, peoples and culture which were to endure for the rest of
his life.
As I had not previously visited Norway and spoke no Norwegian, I rather
hoped to have a companion on my journey. My brother Peter expressed an
interest, and we arranged to meet one Sunday. After lunch had been cleared
away, we spread maps on the dining table and discussed how the thing might be
done. One of us mentioned bicycles; soon we had decided that this would be
quite the best mode of transport for our purposes. Delius travelled on foot, by
carriole (a two-wheeled cart with long shafts pulled by a single horse), by other
horse-drawn vehicles, by steamer and by train. Many of the routes he travelled
remain unchanged. However, in the last hundred years, new roads have been
built and communications are generally better. We felt that bicycles would allow
us to travel at more authentic speeds over the road sections of the journey, and
would give us the flexibility we needed to retrace old routes since abandoned.
Cycling friends shook their heads sadly at the idea oftravelling long distances in
Norway. which after all is a predominantly mountainous country, by bicycle;
but we would not be discouraged. We intended. too. to walk as many as possible
of the stretches that Delius walked. and we would take some of the same steamer
routes and rail journeys.
Plans became firmer and I drew up a detailed itinerary which reached a sixth
edition before the day of departure! We had decided to make our trip in July
1987, at the same time of the year as Delius's own journey a century before.

TRAVEL DIARY
DAY 1 13.7.1987
The first day found us leaving my home at 5.30 a.m. to ride through the lanes of
Kent on bicycles loaded with heavy panniers front and rear. Even before we
reached Tonbridge station one of my pannier clips had fractured and a spoke
had broken in the back wheel of Peter's bicycle. We felt gloomy about our
prospects of success: if we could not even cover the first few miles without
incident. what chance had we against Norway's rugged terrain? On arrival in
Newcastle we found a good cycle shop near the station, and were able to replace
the broken items. We cycled to North Shields - a grim, dusty toil. At the Tyne
Commission Quay the steamer 'Jupiter' (Norway Lines) awaited us, and as
cyclists we were first on. We had tea before collapsing on our bunks. We had
been up since 4.30 a.m. We slept well until 7 a.m. the next morning.

DAY 2

14.7.1987 == 18.7.1887

We had a good breakfast of juice, coffee, rolls, and ham. The ship arrived at
Stavanger at 10 a.m. On disembarking I was handed a note asking me to
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telephone Andrew Boyle. I did so. Andrew had arranged a meeting with one
Torleif Heggeb0 at 0len. We cycled to another quay and purchased tickets for
the boat to Sandeid which would leave at 17.30. Then we left the bicycles and
walked around Stavanger. Its cobbled streets are well preserved, and though
there is new building the place retains much of its old character. We had a
fine lunch alfresco which included delicious wild strawberries. Afterwards we
visited the mediaeval cathedral which looked strangely familiar; this air was
probably lent by its British origins, for it was built by a monk from
Winchester Cathedral, employing English workmen. The building was fully
restored twenty years before Delius saw it. I could not decide what Delius
meant by his remark 'very antique looking'; to me it wears its years very
lightly.
We went back to the bicycles for a tour ofHundvag - an island offStavanger
- before returning to the ferry terminal. The hoat for Sandeid was a powerful
catamaran which went at a dizzying speed. standing out of the water like a
hydrofoil. We reached Nedstrand in llh hours - it took Delius 6! We arrived at
Sandeid just after 7.30 p.m. and cycled to 0len. On our approach we were
overtaken and recognised by TorleifHeggeb0 in his brown Opel. We were pretty
conspicuous with our heavily laden bicycles and our red helmets, and in any
case we were virtually the only people about. We shook hands and arranged to
meet at the hotel at 9.00 a.m. At the agreed time we were sitting at a table outside
the hotel when Heggeb0 (youngish. ginger, bearded) arrived. Also waiting for us
was a lady journalist. We all went to the harbouron the fjord below the hotel and
Peter and I were photographed on the boat belonging to Heggeb0's father. The
local paper was going to print an account of our journey, and perhaps
something about Delius as well. This was the boat on which Peter and I would
spend the night. Then we went back to the hotel, the journalist left. and we sat
with Heggeb0 and had dinner while he talked about his family. referring
frequently to the book of family history that he had brought with him. Our
discussion became very complex. After a while Heggeb0 left and we had some
coffee before walking down to the boat. where we made our beds for the
night.
The man Delius met on his passage to Norway. and whose wedding he attended on
19.7.1887, was Olav Johannesen Heggeb0 (born 1862). His bride was Britha
Evensdottir, of Lien (born 1860). O/av was the first son of Johannes Johannesen
Heggeb0 (1826-1910), who was himse(fa third son, and who had inherited halfofthe
family farm. Johannes married Ingeleiv Larsdottir Espeland (1838-1902) of the
Lillienskiold branch ofthe Espelandfamily, and they had 9 children. Notwithstanding
what De/ius says about primogeniture thefarm went not to Olav, who M'as thefirst son,
but to his brother Johannes J Heggeb0 (1866-1958), who was the third child of
Johannes and Ingeleiv. JohannesJ Heggeb0, i.e. the brotherofOlav whom Delius saw
married. continued to farm there until 1935, when he sold the farm to Lars Hustveit,
but he lived the rest ofhis days on thefarm and was strong and active and useful in the
fields almost until his death at the age of 92. Torleif Heggeb0 's connection with the
family is that his great, great grandmother was the sister of Johannes Johannesen
Heggeb0, Olav sfather.
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DAY 3

15.7.1987 = 19 & 20.7.1887

Torleif Heggeb0 had very decently taken time off work in order to help us with
our researches, and we had arranged to meet at 8.30 a.m. We set off at once in his
car and the first stop was 01en church, where the 1887 wedding took place. It is a
plain building, built in 1874; it must have appeared almost new at the time of the
Heggeb0 wedding.
We next went back along the road towards Sandeid to the Heggeb0 farm of
100 years ago. The farm is called Heggjab0, which is an old version of the name.
The farmer was a rather reserved individual named Johannes Hustveit. As
Heggeb0 talked, he became more friendly, and later he disappeared into the
farmhouse and then emerged holding some old pictures. There was one taken in
1956 which showed Johannes (brother of Olav) helping with the haymaking at
the age of90. An aerial view of the farm as it was some years ago showed the little
house in which Johannes lived after he sold the farm to the present farmer's
father in 1935. I photographed both of these and the farmer himself(though he
was very self-conscious about this and ran his fingers anxiously through his
tousled hair). The old farm building in which the wedding reception, of which
Delius wrote so engagingly, took place is no longer there, but the farmer
indicated where it had stood and Heggeb0 agreed with suggestion that its
materials had been used to construct the present buildings.
Next Heggeb0 took us to the home of Bjame Djuve who farms at Skjold.
Olav and his bride Britha went to farm in Skjold where Olav was a teacher and
church singer. Delius's notebook indicates that he was to move to Skjold in October
1887. Thefarm was very small. Subsequently he sold it, on~v to buy it back again later.
Benreen times he taught at Vads0 in Finnmark.
We were shown a two-handled silver dish engraved with the initials B&OH
and the date 19.7.1912, which marked the couple's silver wedding anniversary.
Torleif Heggeb0 interpreted this date as 17.7.1912 but I told him that he was
mistaken as Delius's account fixes the wedding as having taken place on the
19th. He looked again at the plate and conceded that I was right - the 'T was in
fact a 9. He told me ora Norwegian saying which runs: 'You are right - but you
ought to he shot!'
Olar and Britha were childless hut they raised nvo children of others. These were
EIsa (horn approximately 1902), the fatherless' daughter of Britha's sister, and Ame.
described as Elsa's halfbrother.
EIsa married a man called Djuve and their son 'Bjame and his wife were our
hosts. Another of EIsa's sons had also come along - I failed to note his name.
None of these people spoke English, but they understood a lot of what we said.
EIsa now lives in Akra and is old and ill. Someone should ask her whether her
father or mother ever mentioned the Englishman who attended their wedding,
and whether there was any subsequent correspondence with Delius, or even
visits from him in the course of his later travels in Norway. Ame's son Audun
Djuve and his wife (both English-speaking) came along later.
I realised, as we sat in that tidy sitting room, in the midst of well-dressed
people who had changed their plans especially for our benefit. and were offering
us freshly-baked cakes and coffee from a table decorated with the best
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tablecloth, that we were being afforded the same warm hospitality that Delius
himself experienced in 0len. A little later some old photographs were produced.
There was a silver wedding photograph of Olav and Britha (1912) and a
photograph of EIsa as a girl of 10 on the farm at Skjold.
In the course of conversation I incautiously asked after typically Norwegian
inventions and was shown one of the characteristic backwards~slicingcheese
knives. It was demonstrated with a typically Norwegian brown goats' cheese.
Naturally I had to eat some, and I silently vowed that the experience would not
be repeated. (lames A. Lees, anonymous author of Three in Norway. by Two of
Them', first published in 1882, writes of Norwegian goats' cheese: The colour ...
is that of Windsor soup; its consistency, leather; and its scent decomposed glue,
which causes the natives to keep it under a glass shade. If you eat it your own
dog will shun you; if you avoid it you starve.')
Our last trip with Heggeb0 was to the farm from which Olav's wife Britha
came. The land was undulating but rich. We saw people draping hay over long
wire racks to dry in the traditional manner. A horse and cart stood by. Heggeb0
talked to one of the people but no information on Britha or her family was
forthcoming. He drove us back to our bicycles: we thanked him for his excellent
hospitality and said goodbye to him.
We set off in the direction of Etne. The road was steep in places and we
did quite a bit of pushing. On the outskirts of Etne we came across an
information centre where we picked up a leaflet on the old post road from Etne
to Skanevik. We had been told by Heggeb0 that this old road had been
'restored' and we thought that we might be able to cycle over it. The way leading
to the start of the old road was very steep, and it was only because we were
pushing the bicycles that we happened to see a little notice indicating
'Postvegen'. This road soon turned from a farm track into a stony dent in the
hillside, and we stopped for lunch while we considered what to do. The sun was
very hot.
There is little doubt that the old post road is the route taken by Delius when he
walkedfrom Etne to Skanevik. He gives a l'ivid aCCOUIll ofthis walk (20. 7./887). The
road around the coast was not built ulllillater: the 1881 map shows the direct road
over the mountain as the only connection between the two towns. Each town is at
fjord ~'lea) level and the road reaches a height of 620 m. (2,034 ft.). at which point it
crosses a saddle henveen two hills. Its length is about 10 km. (6.2 miles). Delius says of
his walk from Etne to Sklmevik: 'I have to cross the Ulvenaase, more than 3,300 ft.
high. & preparefor rather a wet time. ' There is no hill ofthis name in the immediate
vicini(v: Heggebo did not recall the name either. Hmt'ever, a map dated 1912 shoM's a
peak labelled U1venaasi about 20 km. north of Skanevik. and this same peak shows
a Ulvenaso on Cappelen's modern road and tourist map: its height is given as 1247
m. (3.281 ft.). It seerns. then, that Delius misread his map: he thought that he had
climbed to 3,300 ft. but in reality he reached only just over 2,000 ft.
Several tracks led on from our lunch place. I prospected and did not like any
of them. However, Peter found another notice, a flimsy wooden board, which
had been knocked over, and this put us right. We began to realise that the
'restoration' of the path, of which Heggeb0 had spoken, had consisted of little
more than the printing of the leaflet! A young couple and an old lady passed
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for food. A woman came in especially to cook for us. We had said that we were
hungry, and she produced a tremendous heap of food and a big flask of coffee.
We wolfed our way through to the last morsel.

DAY 4

16.7.1987 = 21 & 22.7.1887

Despite our yearning for authenticity, we didn't 'take a bath in the fjord' as
Delius was so fond of doing! At 10.15, after a quite leisurely breakfast we set off
along the road to Fjc:era. After a while we could look back towards Nes, from
where Delius hired the boat which took him up the Akrafjord. We bought bread,
butter, shrimps, potato crisps, yoghourt, orange juice and apples near Haland
(12.45) and ate a good lunch with a grand view. This was typical of our lunches
on the road.
The scenery was certainly fine, and if it did not strike us as quite so
'romantic' as Delius describes. perhaps that was because we were seeing it from
above, as it were, rather than from the water. The road along the fjord gave us
cause for consternation, as it is quite narrow and has many bridges and tunnels,
even though it is a major route. There was not always room for the traffic to pass
us safely, and so drivers tended to sit on our tails rather unnervingly, or
alternatively passed us too closely for comfort. Delius comments on a
favourable wind (presumably from the south-west) which gave his boat a good
speed; another of our problems was an exceptionally strong east wind against
which we had to cycle, and which, because of the twisting of the road and the
rocky terrain, often caught us by surprise with its gusting. Despite these
problems, we stopped quite often to photograph the views and to get a close look
at some of the waterfalls cascading over the rim of the fjord. One of the
best of these was the Langfoss, in full spate because of recent heavy
rain.
Fjc:era, at the head of the fjord and 'quite hemmed in by gigantic rocks', as
Delius says, is no longer 'a lovely little place'. There is a pleasant old wooden
church but no other building of note and the village has a run-down look. The
petrol station and the camr ite indicated on the map have both closed. We
asked for accommodation and were told that there was none. It was now 4.30
p.m., the wind was quite cold and we should like to have stopped, but we realised
that there was nothing for it but to continue.
We ascended the S0rdalen along the river that flows into the fjord at Fjc:era,
through fine craggy scenery. Once again, as cyclists we were able to stop
whenever and wherever we wished, to gaze at the view or to photograph it. The
scenery became grander as we entered the 10sendalen and when we turned into
the head of the valley of the S0rfjord we encountered some of the most
spectacular scenery we had yet seen. It was by now rather late and the sky was
overcast; the grandeur was enhanced but photography was not easy. We passed
the Latefoss and the Vidfoss at Hildal - both mentioned by Delius - and the
sun came out to give us, like him, 'a fine view of the Folgefonn' (glacier). The
road continued along the side of the Sandvinvatnet, a fresh-water lake in the
valley floor, separated from the sea water of the fjord by a broad expanse of
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moraine, on which is finely situated the town of Odda. However, our goal was
the Youth Hostel which lies at the higher level of Sandvinvatnet. We were well
received there despite the lateness of the hour and we were even able to have
dinner from the microwave and a glass of light Norwegian beer.
We had fitted two of Delius's days into one, and were now ahead of our own
schedule. Over our meal we decided to make the following day a rest day, rather
than continue ahead ofschedule, and we discussed the relative merits ofvarious
things we might do; but we were tired, and we agreed to delay the decision until
the morning. We had a big room on the sixth floor of the modem building, with
a wonderful view over the lake. Not surprisingly after having cycled 76 km.
(47 miles), we slept very well.

DAY 5

17.7.87

Mter breakfast we cycled down to Odda. The bicycles handled much better
without their heavy loads. It was sunny and warm. We visited the bus terminal
building to confirm the times of buses to Fossli the next day. Inside we noticed
old photographs of Odda including a couple showing the Hardanger Hotel in
which Delius stayed. This hotel has since disappeared. We bought lunch
supplies and set off back up the hill towards the Youth Hostel. It was now very
hot indeed. On the way we stopped at a cycle shop called 'Sykkelfixen'. The
young boy who was on duty there was able to sell me a splendid toe-clip - better
in every way that the one I had broken - but he literally had only one. I would
have liked a pair!
Having decided to climb up to the Folgefonn glacier, we carried on past the
Youth Hostel and turned up a newly surfaced road into Buardalen. The tar was
melting in the heat, and it stuck to our tyres. We continued up this very beautiful
valley and when we decided that we needed to rest we stopped, pushed our
bicycles on to a little meadow just below the road, and had lunch beside the
river. This was very pleasant, and we took our time. I cooled my feet in the icy
water.
Mter lunch we cycled on in our lowest gears, but the road became even steeper
and rougher. so we were soon pushing the bicycles. At a suitable place we left
them and continued on foot. The road ended and the going after that was across
fields and later up a stony track through trees. We began to cross stream after
stream. sometimes by jumping from rock to rock. and sometimes on wooden
bridges. The streams were very full and fast-flowing; the water crystal clear and
very cold. We left the belt of trees and continued climbing. There were quite a
number of other people. some strolling and not aiming for the upper reaches.
and others like us who had a determined look about them. The going became
tougher - the streams more difficult to cross, the way steeper. and fixed ropes
appeared at difficult stretches.
The view back along the valley to the mountains on the other side of the
lake was very fine. We approached the glacier and the terrain became even
rougher. Eventually we stood on a rocky outcrop and looked down to the snout
of the glacier (Buarbreer). Its surface had been rendered, by wind and sun,
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into many wild shapes and colours. By now the heat of the sun had diminished.
We turned back along our route. It is possible that we crossed the streams in
different places on the way down; at times, the route was quite difficult to find.
We reached the bicycles and rode on. A fine cooling breeze resulted from our
effortless race downhill; almost no pedalling was necessary until we reached the
lake. We returned to the Youth Hostel for dinner. Afterwards we washed some of
our clothes and hung them in the drying room before retiring to bed, pleasantly
tired and a little sunburnt.

DAY 6

18.7.1987 = 23 & 24.7.1887

We got up early, had breakfast, collected our clothes from the drying room, and
set off down the hill for the bus station in the centre ofOdda. A few minutes after
the official time of9.25 a.m. our bus appeared. The bicycles went in the luggage
locker underneath, we purchased our tickets, and offwe went along the west side
of the Sorfjord. The road was quite narrow in places but this did not worry our
driver at all. He knew the width of the bus to the last centimetre. Often we
flinched as we went through tunnels or past other vehicles, but we touched
nothing. We were making great speed. Various people got on at the odd stops,
many of them in walking gear and carrying rucksacks. Eventually we reached
Kinsarvik, where we stopped in a parking place to await the ferry. Some more
people got on and we set off again, round the headland and up the
Eidfjord.
Delius comments that the scenery in the Eidfjord 'is wild & romantic '. Also that
'Vik (Eidfjord) lies hemmed in on all sides by gigantic mountains 3-4,OOOjt. high '. The
situation of Eidfjord is indeed striking. Two huge valleys penetrate the mountain
ranges to the north and south of the town.
The bus continued up to Eidfjordvatnet and around its western side, then
began climbing the Mabo valley. To our disappointment, the road disappeared
into a vast new tunnel and remained inside it for much of the way. There was
no view. No doubt this route is easier on the vehicles and much safer in
winter than the winding old road, but it is very uninteresting for the
traveller.
We left the bus at the Fossli Hotel. It was very cold - the strong easterly wind
was still blowing. We leaned the bicycles against a stack of sawn logs and walked
the short distance to the edge of the Voringfoss: a most impressive sight, difficult
to do justice with the camera. We then returned to the hotel for coffee and cake in
the dining room. At last we faced the need to cycle on.
Wobbling into the icy blast, we began to cycle towards Garen. Cycling in such
conditions with a heavy load was a new experience for me. The kilometres
seemed very hard won. We reached Garen at lunchtime, and sure enough Ola
Garen, a grandson of the man who was Delius's host, was eating his meal when
we knocked at the door of the 'new little house' at the side of the road. With
him was his aged mother. He received us civilly and invited us into the large
room, which was sitting room, dining room, kitchen and office combined, while
he looked out the paperwork relating to our stay. He then took us across the
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Ola Larsen Garen (1857-1915) was, as Delius remarks, celebrated as a guide in the
Hardangervidda, There had been Garens at Garen since the sixteenth century, He built
many houses in the area, including Krossdalen sceter which of course he used
primarily as a base for summer grazing. One house, at Haugestel, was built for an
English lord. He also built the Fossli Hotel, which opened on 14th August 1891 with
somewhere between 20 and 40 guests. The hotel was ideally situated to be patronised by
visitors to the Veringfoss and the upland wilderness of the Ha rdangervidda.
Construction of the road followed later. Edvard Grieg stayed at Fossli during many
summers. When Ola Larsen Garen died. the Fossli Hotel was taken over by his son Per
Garen, who had to interrupt his studies in engineering at Oslo University in order to do
this. He is still alive, aged nearly 90, and lives in Bergen. His son Olav now runs the
hotel. Another of Ola Larsen Garen's grandsons, Ola Garen, lives at Garen with his
aged mother, and it was he who was our host.
Krossdalen is a pleasant valley, though situated high (the sceter is at about
3,675 ft.; Delius states 3500 ft.). It is quite secluded and it has a definite 'feel' to it.
especially in the higher reaches. We wondered why Delius suffered so much
from the cold; the sceter is well sheltered from the north-east wind, which the
slanted growth of the scant vegetation indicates is the prevailing direction.
Perhaps the wind was blowing from another quarter on that day in 1887; this
seems likely from Delius's observation that the wind was behind him on the
boat trip from Skanevik (Nes) to Fjcera three days earlier: this indicates that the
wind was then from the south-west.
Delius gives no clue as to the reasons for his 'little trip up the Hardangervidda '. He
reports it enthusiastically, however. There is a real pioneeringflavour to his writing. It is
true that 'the wilderness experience' was in vogue at that time. Ola Garen, entrepreneur
extraordinaire, was in a position to satisfy the yearning, with his knowledge of the
terrain and his convenient ownership of certain remote properties. It was to his own
sceter that he presumably sent Delius, and in his house at Garen that Delius stayed (for
three nights) after the trip.
Henrik Ibsen, the author of'Paa Vidderne', which Delius was shortly to set as a
melodrama, was older than Delius by 34 years. In the summer of1856, when he (Ibsen)
was aged 28 andjust engaged to the woman who was to become his wife, he went on a
walking tour from Bergen to Hardanger and back with his friend Johan Anker.
Certain features of the poem, which was probably written three years later in 1859,
suggest that Ibsen had the Hardangervidda in mind when composing it. The reference
to jjords suggests western Norway, and cherry trees, which are mentioned. arefound in
the Hardanger region. The description of a sunset at the opening ofthe poem 5 third
section also suggests this region.
Ibsen had experienced the Hardangervidda, then, and the region may haveformed
the backdrop for his poem. The poem is allegorical, of course, but its meaning may
have partly suggested itself to Ibsen through the medium of the upland wilderness,
where everyday human life is absent but can sometimes be seen from the edge of the
precipice,far below. Ibsen 's state ofmind at the time that he wrote 'Paa Vidderne' is of
interest. In his biography ofthe writer, Michael Meyer states: 'The picture we have of
Ibsen at this stage in his career, when he was approaching his thirty-second birthday, is
ofa writer distracted. At the age when an author is commonly at his mostfertile, ifnot
at his best, he found his creative energies diverted by the claims of two ideals which
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he was graduallyfinding to befalse: the ideal o.[nationalism. and the ideal ofcreating
a worthwhile theatre. Both demanded something that he lacked. and that Bjernson
revelled in: gregariousness. the love of heing with and working with other people. To
Ihsen. torn hellveen his ideals and his daily work on the one hand. and his instincts and
his nature on the other. the problem was especially tormenting: and during the last
mOlllhs o.f 1859 he managed. heaven knows how. toJind the leisure to write a long
poem of384 lines in which he dramatized his dilemma. He called it 'On the Heights'
[,Paa Viddeme'] and it is perhaps his finest non-dramatic ~vork..
Delius. aged 25 at the time of his own Hardangervidda adventure. was facing no
such clearly defined dilemma: indeed. it could he said that his mqjor decision had been
made.for he had rejectedforever the commerciall{fe that his father had intendedfor
him. But he was still at the threshold o.fartistic self-discovery. and the great power that
this upland ~vilderness exercised upon his spirit l-vas at the opposite pole o.f natural
experience to the amhiance o.[tropical America. that hadso recelllZv inspired him. The
struggles of the hero 0.[ 'Paa Vidderne' must have struck a chord o.f recognition.
rendered all the more resonant by his own experiencl! o.[tlze terrain that was. it seOllS.
the source 0.[ the poet's inspiration.
Having photographed the spot we set off back and recovered our bicycles. I
took a briefwalk down to the river at that point, which isjust above the Storlifoss
rapids: already it is running headlong. There was a pleasant well-defined track
along the river edge and I should like to have had time to explore it further. This
could have been Delius's route.
Cycling back to Garen was quite easy with the wind at our backs and the slope
in our favour. Back at the cabin we cooked ourselves a much-needed meal. It
was good to be out of the wind. I found a newspaper. dated 11th April 1987,
which had in it an article about the Norwegian composer Harald S<cverud, who
had celebrated his 90th birthday on that day.

DAY 7

19.7.1987 = 28.7.1887

The next morning, after breakfast and packing, we settled our account with Ola
Garen and exchanged a few more words with him. He suggested that we should
visit his relative at the Fossli Hotel. We told him that we would do so. He was
quite happy to be photographed outside his house before we left.
At the Fossli Hotel we asked to speak to the Manager and we were put in the
dining room to await his arrival. After some time, Olav Garen appeared: a big
man in a shapeless suit who simultaneously chewed gum and smoked a
cigarette. He gave us some information not closely related to the questions we
asked. Apparently there had been a village at Fossli in the Iron Age, in which
times the Hardangervidda was covered by trees. Of the history of his family he
said: The old lady [Ola Garen's mother at Garen, who is the daughter-in-law of
Ola Larsen Garen] knows the most.'
Olav Garen told us that on cycles we would go along the old road down the
Mab0dalen, and that at a certain point (not signposted) a path led away from the
road to the foot of the V0ringfoss. We thanked him and set off down the road.
The old road descends in a series of fine switchbacks. We felt greatly
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privileged; no drivers now see this scenery. Unfortunately the road - now the
cycle and walking track - had not been maintained, and its surface was strewn
with rocky and gravelly debris, which made cycling uncomfortable and at times
dangerous. To our surprise we easily identified the path to the falls, and so we left
our bicycles at this point and walked on with our cameras. Rather more than a
kilometre on we came to the pool which receives the torrent. The air was full of
vapour and the noise was almost deafening. A magnificent sight indeed, as
Delius comments, and best appreciated from this vantage point.
On 24th July. Delius walkedfrom the southern end ofEidfjordvatnet (0vre Eidfjord.
Sceb0) 'thro' rough, wild scenery to V0ringfoss. Raining mos't o.ftime. Had some bread
& butter at a house near thefalls' - we saw no sign o.fthis - '& then went to see the
greatestfall in Norway.. .. After, we went up the mountain & saw thefallfrom above.'
(The path 'up the mountain' is pretty steep. We had seen the upper end o.fit below the
Fossli hotel.j
We regained the bicycles and continued the steep descent to Sccb0,joining the
main road again in the latter part. Then a pleasant ride around the south and
west sides ofEidfjordvatnet brought us to Eidfjord. I photographed the old hotel
standing on the point jutting into EidfjonL now named the V0ringfoss Hotel, on
the basis that it might be Naesheims Hotel. at which Delius would have stayed
on the night of 23rd July, had it not been full.
Delius had taken 5 hours to walk from Garen to Eil!fjord. At Naesheims Hotel he
met '3 Manchester men' and had dinner with them, as a result near(v missing the boat
for Ulvik. He arrived at Ulvik at 8.30 p.m., and 'put up at Vestrheims Hotel, vel}'
full..
The route Delius took, that is by sea from Eidfjord to Ulvik, is no longer
served by steamer. We had to go by road to Brimnes, hop vver to Bruravik by
ferry, and then go on by road again to Ulvik. We cycled westwards round the
coast the 11 km. to Brimnes. This was one of the worst stretches of road that we
encountered, not because it was old - in fact it had just been surfaced - but
because the surface was incredibly rough. being set with sharp pebbles. No
doubt this improves traction in the winter months. but it is no good for cyclists. It
was a relief to arrive at the ferry terminal. where we calmly rode past the entire
long queue of cars and straight on to the ship.
The approach to Ulvik is very fine scenically. As we reached Ulvik we came to
a pension and we enquired after rooms. They were available; moreover, a meal
was about to be served. We put our bicycles alongside some garden machinery
under cover at the back of the building. and were hailed from the kitchen
window by a friendly man wearing a chefs overall. We discovered quite soon
that this was the manager of the establishment and that his memorable name
was Odd Hammer.
We had a good if rather polite meal with the other guests. who were all better
dressed and cleaner than we were. but second helpings were available - and we
needed them. After dinner wc were invited to go to another room for coffee, and
here there was a collection of stuffed animals and birds native to Norway. We
found this useful as we could test our understanding of the Norwegian names
against the Latin ones. After coffee we wandered into an adjacent room and
found on the wall an old picture which appeared to show the Vestrheims Hotel.
There was another, ominous. picture of the German fleet anchored in the fjord.
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Odd Hammer came by and asked us in excellent English why we were interested
in the old pictures. We told him, and he was immediately keen to help us. He
said that we were welcome to photograph the old pictures in the light on the
following day, and on hearing that we would be making our way over the
mountain on the post road to Granvin, as Delius had done, he immediately
suggested that he should find someone to take our bicycles and baggage round
by road, so that we could enjoy the walk unencumbered. With the memory of the
post road between Etne and Skanevik fresh in our minds, we were much cheered
by the latter prospect.
[TO BE CONCLUDED]

---....04.. •.....--A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET

SUITE
by David Matthews
The idea of making an orchestral suite from A Village Romeo and Juliet* came
from Carl Davis, who had conducted a number of performances of the
Beecham version of The Walk to the Paradise Garden. He had not realised.
however. just how much Beecham had scaled down Delius's original
orchestration until he came to look at the complete opera score. Delius wrote for
a very large orchestra, with quadruple woodwind, six horns. three trumpets,
three trombones and tuba. Beecham reduced this to double wind, four horns,
two trumpets and three trombones without tuba. Furthermore. Beecham made
changes to some of Delius's orchestration that he could have taken over intact:
for example. the opening passage for the strings, with the wonderful cello theme,
is muted in the Beecham version, but unmuted in Delius's original score: while
the countermelody which Delius writes, most poetically. for high cor anglais is
more prosaically assigned by Beecham to the oboe. Carl Davis also got to know
of Keith Douglas's version of the Fair Scene, which immediately precedes the
Walk: but this too was scored for the same orchestra as the Beecham Walk, as it
was designed to go with it. (I did not know. at the time 1 made my suite, of the
existence of Eric Fenby's 1948 suite.)
Delius's original orchestration is a little extravagant and Carl wondered
if a compromise could be reached. whether the orchestra could be reduced to
triple wind and four horns plus the original brass without any substantial
rescoring and without impairing the sound. He also wondered if more music
from the opera could be found to make up a suite lasting around twenty-five
minutes, and he asked me to see ifI could do this. Carl and 1have often worked
together since 1 helped out with the orchestration of the score he composed for
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Abel Gance's film 'Napoleon' in 1980; I have orchestrated a number of the silent
film scores he has written since then.
I found no problems in reducing the orchestra to standard full-orchestral size,
as Delius's extra woodwind and fifth and sixth horns rarely do anything but
double. I chose two other passages from the opera to add to the Fair and the
Walk - which was the obvious ending to the suite. The opening of the opera has
tremendous elan, and immediately introduces the main leitmotif of the opera,
and of the suite. Its appearance in the Walk (eight bars after fig.48 on p.136 of the
full score) as a reminiscence rather than a new theme is thus especially
poignant. I used the opening to the tenth bar of fig.2, then I had to compose two
bars of transition (for which I hope Delians will forgive me) to get to my next
chosen extract, the exquisite pastoral evocation at the start of Scene 3 (I begin
two bars after fig.18 in Scene 2). This is Delius's version of the opening of Act 2 of
Tristan, complete with off-stage horn calls (I have muted them and marked them
'as if in the distance' for practical reasons). It leads into Sali's and Vrenchen's
ecstatic meeting. which again parallels Tristan's and Isolde's meeting at the start
of their love duet. I have omitted the vocal lines altogether in this passage
instead of trying to transfer them to instruments: the orchestra speaks
eloquently enough for the lovers. This section ends with the Dark Fiddler's
violin solo, and in order to make a less abrupt transition to the Fair Scene that
follows I have again had to resort to pastiche composition, adding four bars of
my own - a simple prolongation of Delius's cadence.
My version of the Fair, with some small cuts and with some vocal parts
assigned to instruments, is very similar to Keith Douglas's, but here the larger
orchestra was a great advantage. The Fair Scene leads into the Walk by means of
a calming transition; after all the loud, boisterous Fair music. Delius at his most
unbuttoned, the slow, sustained paragraphs of the Walk are all the more
effective by contrast. The Walk is deservedly well-known, but there is much
more fine music in A Village Romeo and fuliet that is hardly ever played, and I
hope that this suite will make it more widely available in a scoring that detracts
hardly at all from Delius's original.

* My orchestral

suite from A Village Romeo and Juliet has been recorded by the
London Philhannonic Orchestra. conducted by Carl Davis. on Virgin Classics
VC7 90716 Isee Journal 98 pp. 18-19J.

-----4.. •.....--NEWS ROUND-UP
•
Innelin Prelude, On hearing thefirst cuckoo and Summer night on the river are
included in a collection ofworks by Delius, Elgar, HoIst and Warlock, with Alan
Barlow conducting the RPO, on ASV DCA623 (LP) and chrome cassette, prefix
Zc. Barbirolli's collection of English Tone Pictures with the LSO, which
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includes the lrmelin Prelude. A Song oJ Summer and The Walk to the Paradise
Garden. has been transfered to CD (CDC7 47984-2. fonnerly ASD2305 and
ESD7092). Vemon Handley"s first Classics for Pleasure all-Delius record is also
now available in CD format on CD-CFP4304.
•
An album of nine Delius pieces in easy. abridged versions for the piano
prepared by Ronald Stevenson. entitled 'The Young Pianist's Delius'. is shortly to
be published in the Bardic Edition. 6 Fairfax Crescent. Aylesbury.
Buckinghamshire HP20 2ES. The pieces included are the Dance (from Dance
Rhapsody No 1). the theme and Intermezzo from Brigg Fair. On hearing thefirst
cuckoo in spring. the Serenade from 'Hassan', Late Swallows and a tune in the
second movement from the String Quartet. The Song o.{the High Hills. and La
Calinda.
•
InJourna/94. which was devoted to Philip Hescltine"s writings on DeIius. it
was stated on page 38 that various writers contributed anonymously to the
programme notes forthe 1929 Delius Festival. As regards the Mass oJLife notes. a
copy of the programme fonnerly in the possession of C W Orr would seem to
suggest that Orr himselfwas responsible for the notes on Part I Nos 1.3 & 5. and
Part 2 Nos 2 & 4. When these notes on the Mass (but not the essay on Delius and
Nietzsche) were reprinted in the 1946 Delius Festival programme, the
introduction was attributed to Heseltine. probably erroneously suggesting that
the remainderofthe notes were of his authorship. Orr also contributed a note on
the Mass to Radio Times at the time of the work's 1929 Festival broadcast.
•
In a BBC Radio 2 programme on 9 October (repeated on Christmas Day)
marking the 35th anniversary of the death of Kathleen Ferrier. it was a pleasure
to hear a reminiscence from her singing teacher Roy Henderson whom we are
delighted to welcome as a guest speaker in April [see Forthcoming Events]. Mr
Henderson. who was the subject of Joumal 92 and who is 90 this year. also
contributed reminiscences of the first performance of Vaughan Williams'
Serenade to Music in a Radio 4 programme on 5 January.
•
Miss Hide Kido. a young and enthusiastic Delius Society member in Japan,
is organising a Japanese branch and has already circulated a newsletter
containing, amongst other things. an interview with Vernon Handley when he
was guest-conducting the Yomiuri Nippon Symphony Orchestra. Anyone
interested should write to 8- I5-19. Shakujiidai. Nerima-Ku, Tokyo 177. With
similar but somewhat broader terms of reference. our member in Cologne.
Georg Binzenbach. has formed a German-English Music Society with its
publication 'Overture'. The address to contact is Deutsch-Englische
Musikgesellschaft e.Y., Postfach 42 01 28, 5000 Koln 41.
•
Don Gillespie in America has for some time been conducting extensive
research into Thomas Ward. Delius's composition teacher in Jacksonville. Paul
Craven has kindly supplied a cutting from The Houstoll Post of January 29.
outlining the fruits of this research and identifying Ward"s burial site in
Houston's Holy Cross Cemetery.
•
A Mas.)' oJL[{e is to be performed on May 25 1990 in Bielefeld. the ancestral
home town of the Delius family.
•
We offer birthday greetings to the following on attaining some notable
milestones this year: Norman Del Mar (70), Felix Aprahamian (75). Evelin
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Gerhardi (80), Roy Henderson (90), Sidonie Goossens (90), and Margaret
Harrison (90). We also send belated greetings to Sir Thomas Armstrong on his
90th birthday last year.
•
As some members will already know, in January Eric and Rowena Fenby
moved from London to Scarborough. All members will surely wish them every
happiness in their return to our President's town of birth.

•.

---~

......---

CORRESPONDENCE
FROM: Frederick Arnold, Newbiggin-by-Sea, Northumberland

I was extremely interested to read in Or Fenby's talk 'The Missing Years' [Journal
97] the references to Julius Harrison, 'a charming man of indifferent health', and
think that I may be able to carry the story to a period some ten years later.
Towards the end of World War 2 an ad hoc committee was formed to revive
the Kingston-upon-Hull Competitive Music Festival, a large-scale event which
had been suspended at the outbreak of hostilities. Of this committee I was a
member. and, in view of the difficulty of finding adjudicators, was called upon
to make suggestions. Julius Harrison, a fellow student with Bantock (though a
generation earlier) came to mind. (The fact that he was now sixtyish and of
indifferent health were, perhaps rather unkindly, forgotten.) He agreed,
however, to come, and started his work with vigour. After a day or two, he was
obviously unwell, and said that he could not carry on without any assistance
which I was, of course, glad to give. The officials thought his indisposition was
due to the fact that he was 'getting on a bit', but he disclosed to me in a
confidential moment that he was suffering from a nasty intestinal condition for
which only one kind of medication was effective. Fortunately, I was able to
arrange for this to be obtained. and his natural cham1 soon took over. and all
ended well. We were ahle to talk at length about his book on the symphonies of
Brahms (much delayed by the distress at the sad death of his daughter) which
was coloured by his appreciation of the patience of his publishers, Chapman
and Hall. Needless to say, there were reminiscences of Bantock at two different
periods, and from two different angles!

FROM: Professor G H Findlay, Pretoria

Behind their quaint choice of title (A fever diluted by time'), Jones and Heron 1
have produced clear evidence that Fredelick Delius was stricken with some
form of syphilis of the nervous system in his later years. Their thorough review
deserves our universal gratitude.
In the 1940s, by a strange coincidence, I was studying neurology from
Conybeare's 'Texbook (~f Medicine '2 when I happened to re-read Eric Fenby's
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masterly book in its first edition. Taking the two books together, and using only
the symptoms as described by Fenby, it seemed quite apparent to me that
Delius was suffering from tabes dorsalis, a late manifestation of syphilitic
infection of the nervous system. In due time, when other sources supported the
diagnosis, the revelations came as no surprise to me. As there has been a revival
of interest in this topic, some brief comments may be appropriate.
What did Fenby actually say? He wrote of Delius's wild and reckless youth,
with many love-affairs. Some 20-25 years later, he began to need support when
walking. This progressed to a 'paralysis' which was worse in the legs than the
arms. Blindness then set in, without there being any disease of the eyes
themselves. On occasion, Delius would raise his eyelids, but his eyes were
seldom wide open. His portraits and photographs mostly show the closed lids a condition of 'ptosis'. His speech was clear - he could clear his throat audibly
- and his thoughts were relevant, backed by a lively mind and an accurate
memory. He was subject to bouts of irritability over noise or chatter, and a
natural pallor could be further aggravated by any annoyance. His facial and
neck movements were evidently weak but intact. There was also a tendency to be
'bathed in perspiration' with attacks of pain. Pain was always his worst
symptom: it was agonising, racking, shooting, 'dreadful' - but nevertheless
intermittent. There is also mention of some deafness in one ear. Most important
was Fenby's specific mention that Delius lacked touch sensation and position
sense in his legs, and no sense of direction or control of his leg movements
(posterior column damage). There is no mention of muscular stiffness. Two
further topics arise: firstly. Delius was obviously looked after in ways which
spared him every attempt at physical effort. (This pampered existence could
aggravate his weakness.) He was fed. carried up and down stairs. pushed in his
'carriage', seated in particular chairs, had insects brushed off his face. etc.
Secondly, there came the miraculous visit of the Scottish hypnotist whose
suggestions brought about a partial but temporary return of movements in his
limbs. (Physiotherapy could perhaps have done the same.) A rightful sense of
delicacy has spared us further detail about the patient from Fenby.
What is to be found in Conybeare's text book? Somewhat paraphrased, we
note: Tabes dorsalis ... makes its appearance from 5 to 20 years after infection.
and is much more common in men ... The degeneration can be traced up the
dorsal [posterior] columns of the [spinal] cord ... Primary optic atrophy is due
to [a meningovascular] process in the nerve sheath ... Pupillary changes ... are
more obsure ... Symptoms are: Pains. sensory impairment ataxia [incoordination] of sensory origin ... Common symptoms are pains ... 'lightning
pains'. which are very rarely absent. Sharp ... and sudden ... Defect in the sense
of position of the legs ... Ataxy ... [may] completely take the patient off his feet
and gives him a superficial appearance of being partly paralysed ... When
[ataxy] is severe in degree. standing may be quite impossible owing to the
complete absence of control of movement ... Optic atrophy ... leads to
progressive failure of vision. and generally to blindness ... Ptosis [is] common
... and gives the patient a characteristically sleepy appearance ... Striking
results are obtained. " by re-educative exercises. " [There is] a danger in
confining [tabetics] to bed ... on arising [after two or three weeks in bed. they
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become] profoundly ataxic ... The majority
are thin and cachetic ... and
their adequate nourishment ca11s for attention
Bladder infection ... is in part
responsible for the pal10r ... in tabetics of long standing.' On these grounds
alone the paral1els should be plain enough, and the significance obvious.
With the extra evidence brought forward by Jones and Heron, it becomes a
great deal harder to attach any weight to the contribution made by Conybeare's
own clinical record when he allegedly examined Delius as a private patient in
London in the late 1920s, and fOund no syphilis. Was it at the time of the
Festival? We may never know.
The files were destroyed, and it is not clear from the indirect reports.\A who else
actually saw and read the medical notes in question as made by Conybeare. Nor
is it apparent what the positive clinical findings were, or when they were
reached. In the circumstances, it is therefore difficult to share the view that
Conybeare was the only dependable source of 'known facts'. Nor need we agree
that 'he would not have missed signs of posterior column damage'. As long as we
do not know what he did find, it is hard to respect what he allegedly did
not.
To cast the net wider still, for the sake of 'differential diagnosis' and to be
influenced by some even more scrappy pieces of hearsay, would not to my mind
undermine the solid evidence and sound conclusions provided by Fenby and
Sir John Conybeare's own textbook as they stand. Reaching further afield when
you already have an adequate diagnosis is a well-known and regrettable
didactic pitfall, and only results in a premature and irrelevant muddle which the
non-medical historian may be unable to resolve.
I. lanes P & Heron 1 R (1988) 'A fever diluted by time'Delius Society Journal 98. pp. 3-8
2. Conybeare 1 1 (editor) (1939) 'Textbook of Medicine' 4th ed. (Edinburgh.
Livingstone) ('Syphilis of the nervous system' by Walshe FM R. pp.823-44)
3. Editorial (1983) Delius Society Journal 79. pA
4. lanes P (W84). Letter. Delius Society Journal 84. pp.22-3

FROM: Douglas Scorgie, Johannesburg

I have received De/ius Society Jouma/ 98. and have read and re-read it several
times.
When I was a medical student I used Sir John Conybeare's 'Textbook of
Medicine' asmy main book for the medicine finals exams. This was written in
such a way as to make swotting out of it a pleasure.
I wholeheartedly agree with Evelin Gerhardi that it is time the 'syphilis'
subject was dropped. There are, however, three important points: [1] Was the
syphilis cured or did it burn itself out? Is the Wasserman test ever negative if
previously positive? [2] Did the family neuro-muscular illness eventual1y
involve Delius's spinal cord? [3] The French naturopath near Grez-sur-Loing
may have used deleterious herbs that Delius swallowed so long and trustfully.
Germans, even today, are we11-known for their belief in herb teas, etc., that they
consume most of their lives.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Saturday 8 April at 1I p.m.

Hoist Birthplace. Cheltenham

Del ius Society South-West Branch are meeting at the Hoist birthplace in
Cheltenham at 11 a.m. from where. by kind invitation ofDr Lionel Carley. they
will proceed to his home. The Old Schoolhouse. Sheepscombe. near Painswick.
Glos. Those going are asked to bring something for a buffet lunch. After an
AGM. DrCarley will give a talk. followed by tea. Please inform Mrs Alice lones.
16 The Hornbeams. Marlborough Drive. Frenchay. Bristol BS16 IPW if you
wish to attend.

Monday 10 April at 7.30 p.m.

Assembly Rooms. Derhy

Sir Charles Groves conducts the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in the HandelHarty MusicJor the Royal Fireworks. Delius's Walk to the Paradise Garden. Grieg's
Piano Concerto (soloist lanina Fialkowska). and Mendelssohn's Italian
Symphony. Tickets from £5 (unreserved) to £8. Box Office: Derby 3693 11.

Tuesday 25 April at 7 p.m.

BMIC. to Stratford Place. London Wl

Delius Society meeting. 'A Singer's Life': a reminiscence by Roy Henderson
who. during the inter-war years. was unrivalled for his interpretation of the
principal baritone role inA Mass oJL([e which he sangat the 1929 Delius Festival
in the presence of the composer.

Tuesday 23 May at 7 p.m.

BMIC. to Stratford Place. London Wl

Delius Society meeting. The Yorkshire of Delius and Elgar': an illustrated talk
hy Dennis Clark.

Saturday 8 luly

Bloomsbury Crest Hotel and Mary Ward House. London

11.45 for 12.15: 3-course Carvery lunch at Bloomsbury Crest Hotel. Coram
Street. London (nearest Underground Russell Square. 2 minutes) with set starter
and dessert - £12.50. Pay as you order. but the hotel will require numbers so
please call Peter Lyons (0424-53186) or Derek Cox (0386-700175 evenings).
1.45 - 5.30: Delius Society AGM at Mary Ward House'(5 minutes' walk).

Further details of Delius Society events can be obtained from Programme
Secretary Brian Radford. 21 Cobthorne Drive. Allestree. Derby 0332 552019
(home) or 0332 42442 ext. 3563 (work).
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